SKILL-UP WORKSHOP

Skill-Up workshop, an educational event organized by Alias Group in collaboration
with PRESIDENT SCIENCE COLLEGE was a Skill-Up workshop about
innovating, creating, art, Subject Expert and most importantly it tells about team
work and management. Principal in charge Dr. Shivangi Mathur was Convener and
Ms. Bindiya Babariya was course coordinator of the training programme. Anuj
Bendale, Disha Patel, Gagan Naval, Hemal Tanchak, Jeet Maniar, Nehul Patel,
Pallavi Patel, Rishabh Naval, Ritik Rajput were team mentors from ALIAS GROUP.

PROCESS AND WORKING
Skill-Up Workshop was a joint program by President Science College and Alias
Group. It was a six-week workshop FREE OF COST for students studying in
undergraduate programs where not only President Science College students but any
undergraduate student from any college could take training. The registration process
was started on 11th July 2021 and was ended on 22nd July 2021.The commencement
date of the workshop was 26th July 2021 and was ended on 7th September 2021.
After registration, participants were gone through a screening test which was tied
with tasks. Participants were selected on the basis of their behavior, attitude and
knowledge. Total 102 students participated in this workshop from different colleges
and states. Out of which 47 students were selected on the basis of the screening.
To Achieve certificate, it was mandatory for the all participants to complete the
assigned task and maintain a good behavior throughout the workshop. This was to

indented to make them feel like they are working in a company as a team on some
project.
After completion of the workshop, 31 participants were awarded certificate from
PRESIDENT SCIENCE COLLEGE.

FEEDBACK
All the participants who completed their task were asked to fill a feedback form.
Some responses are given below:

-KHUSHBU SONI

-DIMPLE RATHOD

-KRUPALI SANKHALA

- YASHISH HEDAOO

- KRISHNA GAMETI

-MOHIT MODI

-POOJA VYAS

TRAINING SESSIONS

CONCLUSION
The outcome of this workshop from participants is positive
and it has been successfully completed with ALIAS GROUP
and PRESDENT SCIENCE COLLEGE with a positive note.

